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ABSTRACT

A refinement of the results obtained for optimum energy

constrained jamming of digital receivers is obtained by

modeling the jammer as a random process. In the modeling

process, a random time arrival or random frequency errors

are accounted for by including these effects in the repre-

sentation of the jamming waveforms. Performance analyses

are carried out in order to determine the effect of random

time of arrival and random frequency errors on the part of

the jammer, on the receiver probability of error.

The mathematical results derived are programmed, evalu-

ated on the computer, and compared against ideal optimumS

energy constrained jamming strategies previously studied.

Results for both coherent and incoherent receivers are

*., derived and analyzed utilizing conventional binary modula-

tion schemes. Results show that generally some but not a

-.2  great deal of jammer effectiveness is lost due to random

* time of arrival or random frequency errors associated with

the jammer waveform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure and performance of digital receivers

operating in additive White Gaussian Noise (WGN) is well

known. While this noise assumption is often valid, in many

cases, especially when there is intentional jamming in the

channel, the WGN interference assumption breaks down. For

this reason, there is interest in determining the

performance of digital receivers designed to operate in a

WGN environment, that must however operate in a different

environment.

In this thesis, the performance of digital receivers has

* been analyzed under the assumption that the interference

consists of additive WGN and some intentional jammer

waveform, whose model represents a refinement over previous

work in this area. It is to be expected that the presence of

any jammer without such prior knowledge on the part of the

receiver, will cause the performance of the receiver to be

degraded.

For the case in which the jammer waveform is

synchronized with the digital signal and has exact knowledge

of the frequency of operation, results on receiver

performance have already been obtained and analyzed [Ref

1,2]. This thesis endeavors to investigate the effect of a

* more realistic jammer model in which the jammer lacks

synchronism with the digital signals as well as exact signal

frequencies knowledge. This model is used in conjunction

with both coherent and incoherent binary digital receivers

designed to operate in a WGN environment.

In Chapter 2, the performance of coherent receivers is

investigated under the assumption that the jammer waveform

lacks synchronism with the digital signals or that it lacks

exact knowledge of the frequencies of operation. A

10



mathematical model of the jammer waveform is introduced

-. . based on previous results on optimum energy constrained

jammer waveforms used to degrade the performance of

different binary modulation receivers. The analysis of the

performance of the receivers is carried out and the effect

of miss-synchronization (i.e, timing errors) and of

frequency offsets (i.e, frequency errors) are discussed in

Chapter 5.

In Chapter 3, the work carried out in Chapter 2 is

repeated for incoherent receivers. Specifically, incoherent

Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) and incoherent Frequency Shift

Keying (FSK) receivers are analyzed, performances are

evaluated and the results are discussed in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 4, graphical results are presented

corresponding to the numerical analyses that have been

performed. In most cases, the graphs display receiver

probability of error as a function of signal to noise ratio

for given values of jammer to signal ratio. The effect of

jammer miss-synchronization or of frequency offsets is then

analyzed with the aid of the graphs.

Chapter 5 presents conclusions pertaining to what was

learned from the results obtained and the numerical

evaluations carried out.

S~~=

K-.
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II. COHERENT RECEIVERS

A. GENERAL

The correlator receiver structure depicted in Fig (5.1)

which can be shown to be equivalent to the optimum single

correlator receiver of Fig (5.2) is known to be optimum (in

minimum probability of error sense) for discriminating

between two signals sl(t) and s0 (t), received in the

presence of additive White Gaussian Noise (WGN), with O<t<T.

We define

r(t) = received signal in the interval O<t<T

* Sd(t) = sl(t) -So(t)

-? No/2 = Power spectral density level of the WGN.

P = probability that s0 (t) is transmitted.

' 0 PJ

" 0 *In( -P + I (E-E)
2 -P1 0

where is the receiver threshold level used to decide on

whether sl(t) or so(t) was transmitted and Ei is the energy

of the transmitted signal si(t), that is

E. T2
S(t) dt i ,

The probability of error Pe of this receiver is derived in

many text books [See for example Ref 3]. The coherent

digital communication receiver of Fig (5.2) can be analyzed

in terms of the resulting Pe when r(t) contains a jammer

waveform n.(t) in addition to the noise and so(t) or sl(t).
J.

Thus, under these conditions, the received signal appearing

at the front end of the receiver is mathematically described

by

r(t) si(t ) + n(t) +nj(t) O<t<T i 0,1

12



where again s0 (t) and sl(t) are the two signals used to

transmit the binary information, n(t) is a sample function

of a White Gaussian Noise process having a power spectral

density level of No/2 (Watts/Hz), and nj(t) is the jammer

waveform present during the signaling interval [0,T].

The receiver of Figure (5.2) has been analyzed in so far

as the effect of nj(t) on the receiver-Probability of error

(Pe) is concerned under the assumption that nj(t) can be

modeled as deterministic waveform. [Ref 4]

It has been demonstrated that under such an assumption,

the receiver Pe becomes

Y + I I1 _ (nits d jP Pe = P " erto 2 No

I"K_ IISdll
• 1 2

0-'." + (I-P) erf (2.1)

.- !!a- l is2No

where
" , No_ P

2 1- n jP

T
(n.,S) = njFtn • S dt) dt

jS d R2 d 
d M"t) 

d
* ~d J* a d

With P=1/2 , we obtain

2

"Pe e dx
2 2n

Is [d]

dxl (2.2)

13
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where

S q= [ 2 1 d 11S 12 d = (nJS d
q INo I IsII J 2

B. JAMMER OPTIMIZATION

In the previous section, Equation (2.1) allows for the

evaluation of performance of the receiver under the

assumption that a jammer waveform is present. From the

jammer standpoint, the optimum jammer waveform must be

chosen in such a way that it maximizes the receiver

Probability of error. By evaluating the first derivative and

* second derivative of Pe with respect to 'd' which is the

cross correlation between the jammer waveform and the signal

difference sd(t), the optimum jammer waveform can be chosen.

Carrying out the mathematical operations, we have

op S 2 2-. e e sinh(S 2.N dd)
ad.--= - q d

e -- d e 2 )23

a d * 2

From the above results, it can be seen that Pe is a

. monotonic function of 'd' and making 'd' as large as

possible in magnitude results in the largest possible

increase in Pe' In the limit, as Idl we have Pe 1/2.

However, from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

'.. I1d11 = II(njSd)ll :< I lnjll I lsdll (2.3)

with equality if nj(t) is proportional to Sd(t). Defining

IInjl = PIj Ii 2  where Pnj is the jammer energy, the

14
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. condition Idi I implies that Pn when l iSdI <

Under the condition that the jammer power be constrained to

Pnj' in order to get the maximum Pe' Equation (2.3) can be

made into an equality by setting

n (t) = K Sd(t)

where K is a constant of proportionality. Since in 12 =
p. ,1/2
Pnj 9 K must be set to the value Pnj / iIsdI J . Thus I1dil

is maximized by setting

n.(t) = S dt) (2.4)

and this results in Pe being maximized. Substituting

* Equation (2.4) into the probability of error expression of

Equation (2.2) for P=1/2 yields

2,

VX

e EIISdII 12-
W7 3

-X 2

-+ O e dx (2.5)

12 a-

By defining

E/N o = SNR ; signal to noise ratio.

Pnj/E = JSR ; jammer to signal ratio

and observing that

2 2
I [S It) - S 0t ] dt a 2E(1-p)

.91

.* 15
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where p is the cross correlation coefficient between two

information signals, the probability of error expression of

Equation (2.5) becomes

2
X

p.---S 2 dx

)"-* + d 2 ( 2.6 )

C. EFFECT OF DETERMINISTIC JAMMING WAVEFORM

In th preiou seton2h dsg o hajm

-.-0 waveform and its degrading effects on the receiver

"2221"performance has been analyzed. The effect of such jamming

waveforms on the receiver performance has been found in
terms of receiver probability of error. From Equation (2.6),
it can be easily seen that the three idependant variables

which affect the performance of the receiver are SNR,JSR and

cross correlation coefficient between the two signals used

to transmit binary information, denote by p In a binary

signaling set, it can be shown that -l<p<l. For Phase Shift

Keying (PSK), p = -1 and for FSK, p = 0. Thus Pe for PSK,

using Equation (2.6) is given by

2

" -  dx-'' - e = 2-

2
AWE"(/Yf2-JSR ) X

+- dx (2.7)

and for FSK, using Equation (2.6), Pe is given by

16
0_-
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'o

'V 2Pe - dx

+- djx (2.8)

D. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF THE JAMMING WAVEFORM HAVING
RANDOM TIME OF ARRIVAL

The results of the previous section demonstrate the

effect of an energy constrained jammer on a binary

communication receiver using a strictly deterministic jammer

model. Such a model however must be refined because among

other imperfections, the jammer signal may not be in

synchronism with the digital transmission. In other words,

there may be a difference in the time of arrival of the

information signal and the jamming signal. The modeling of

such an effect will be accomplished by letting

nj(t) = K Sd(t-T) OT<T (2.9)

Observe that in this model, the optimum jamming waveshape

has been maintained, however a time delay parameter T has

been introduced. In order to be able to analyze how the

time delay T influences the effectiveness of the jammer, and

compare the resulting receiver Pe with that involving the

idealized jammer model in which the jammer operates

synchronously with the receiver, we will require that K be

such that

un Ill . .dl(--)2 dt - P j2.10)

Therefore, for this constraint to be satisfied, we must have

17



K - J (2.11)

J Sd 2 (t-v)dt

and the jammer waveform is now modeled as

nM(t) - R Sd (t-r) (2.12)

with K given by Equation (2.11). In order to determine

receiver performance using this new jammer model we may use

Equation (2.1) in which now

(n,S ) K(Sd l S d) (2.13)

where

(Sdt Sd )  Sd (t--r)Sdlt) dt

while the remaining terms in Equation (2.1) are unchanged.

Thus the Pe for the receiver operating in the presence of

noise and a (non-synchronized) jammer mathematically modeled

by Equation (2.12), is given by

P = P.erfc dJ
-~-Ne

< .-. ~~~ [ ' Is I 'SI
I 12_ S-(I-P) oerS (2.14)

,-. :I I d Isal

This expression can be evaluated for specific modulation

schemes, such as Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) and Binary

* OFrequency Shift Keying (BFSK).

18



1. BPSK

For BPSK, the difference signal Sd(t) defined on

Page 12 becomes
Sd(t) = 2A coSwct

where we assume that (CT = niT and 'n' is an integer. Thus

Sd,T =Sd(t-T) 2A cOSWc(t-T )

so that

T 2 22
Sd (t-'r)dt = I 2Acaso (t-i) I dt 2A 2 T = 4E

where

S2
A 2T/2 E

The above assumption wcT = n has been used in order to

simplify the expression for the energy of Sd( t- T ). Thus

from Equation (2.11) and Equation (2.12),

n.(t) = S dt-) = /JJR *S "dCt-i) (2.15)

where we define

Pnj/E = JSR =jammer to signal ratio

In order to numerically evaluate Equation (2.14), we need to

specify the inner product term, namely

(S ,S) 2osw (t-T).2fcos" t dt

d =2A T.oose T (2.16)

L 19
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.C 11. rip

By substitution into Equation (2.14), receiver Pe for some

given value of T becomes

In__ -f +_ -LII 2_2 2A2TcsT
P 1 2_ 2 2 2Tcoso ir

2 - I1 I I
+(1-P) .erf[ T -. ~Isu--i-I2 2 ~o~

(2.17)

where furthermore, since p -1,

--N-o'11SI2 = 2 SUR (1-p) - 4 SHR
*- .-. I IRs~ll 2  2,

I.Sd

2 2R 2A2T= 4 SNR,?/JSR

Thus, for the special case in which P=1/2,

4SNR - 4SXRvT.cosT., Y
PelT) a erfc( 2 )

e 2[ 2, /2 YMN

+-4SNR -4SNR .SR-cosw T2e r,( C ) (2.18)

2 .2S NR

Equation (2.18) can be expressed in terms of a normalized

delay TN . Observe that

i ' ~cosuo 1 - cos C. -.f-

oC T

where

(. N T N T)

20
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N-.74

Thus Equation (2.18) can be reexpressed in terms of TN. The

integer 'n' specifies the number of sine wave cycles within

the observation interval. In most practical cases, n>10

however results are not greatly affected by this parameter.

It is apparent that in most cases, TN cannot be

determined a-priori, so it must be treated as a random

quantity with some associated probability density function

(p.d.f.). A logical, yet simple choice for such a p.d.f. is

to assume TN uniformly distributed over [0,1], so that

Equation (2.18) must be interpreted as receiver Pe

conditioned on TN. The actual (unconditional) receiver Pe is

obtained by integrating over the p.d.f. of TN, namely

P JP( T d1
Pe fe Pel)dN

- -4--f1 " [errc( 451WR - 4SNR/Yf'caS'cN

-4SNR - 4SNRI-R. -N 41N

+ erf( ) d TN (2.19)

2 A2 _SN R

2. BFSK

For BFSK, we have

Sd(t) = A (coswit - cosco0 t)

where we assume that

i s T = (oI +co0 )T 
= 2nr

wdT = (wi -w 0 )T 
= 2mr

and 'n','m' are integers with n>m. For this case,

Sd, ' T = Sd(t- T) = A (cosW1 (t-T) - cosC0 (t-T))

so that

I.; Sd(t-) dt - -[case lt-T) case lt-r)] dt

21



=2T 2E (2.20).

From Equations (2.11), (2.12) and (2.20) the jammer waveform

becomes

n2 "Sid(t--T) (2.21)

Furthermore, the inner product term takes on the form

(d TSd) - A2[cos (t-r) - cosa0 lt-)]

•cosu t - cosa0 t] dt

I

2 [cosa, - cose0 ] (2.22)

so that substitution of these results in Equation (2.14),

yields

p
j ~ ~ ~ I (& 1~~42SNR -1 2SR-SR(cosw~ T-COS46 T)P (T) a P-erfe - -- - IR_

I lnP 2SHR -I2JSR.SHR.(cosal.-COSO -)
*(i-P) *erf i-p 1

(2.23)

Utilizing the previously defined normalized delay N'

Equation (2.23) becomes

[ni- 2SNR-v2J-RSNR'2cRn 1snn.cos'inr) ]
P (T HC=PerfcO 1

(2.24)

where

22
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0 TN 5 1

Assuming once again that TN must be treated as a

random cuantity with uniform p.d.f. over [0,1], for the

special case of P=1/2, we obtain

P t(i )J P T dlx

Ierc"( 2SHR - 2SKf .cosnn Ncosm rX

+urt -2SHR - 2SKR/2-JSR.cosnnr X.cosmr )
2SNR

(2.25)

E. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF THE JAMMING WAVEFORM HAVING
RANDOM FREQUENCY ERRORS

In actual situations, it is oftentimes difficult for the

communication jammer to know the exact transmission

frequency or frequencies of the adversary's communication

system. This lack of knowledge may be due to the use of

imprecise frequency estimation methods, or due to frequent

frequency changes made by the communication system's users.

Thus in this section the effect of lack of precise

transmission frequency knowledge on the part of jammer is

studied and analyzed insofar as coherent binary digital

- receivers is concerned. Specifically, BPSK and BFSK

modulation only, will be considered.

I 1. BPSK

The lack of precise transmission frequency knowledge

on the part of the jammer is modeled by introducing a

frequency difference Aw in the known optimum jammer model

U for BPSK. That is,

nj(t) K cos(wc + Aw)t (2.26)

P% 230.,



where Aw is, in a sense, the jammer frequency error. Since

the jammer power is constrained to be Pnj' we must have

2 ~~T2

a2Am P nj =- +A)t] 2dt4n A= nj J* u

_ 2 T [  sin2(" A+2)T

=1 1 + 2(m -+A)T (2.27)

*Thus we have from Equation (2.11),

2 Pn--

K = n 1(2.28)

s in2(m +Aw)T

T1+ 2(m +Am) T

In order to determine the effect of this jammer on the

coherent receiver, all that is needed is the determination

of the inner product (nj,sd)Ao. Thus

(n,,dA = Kcos( + Aw)t.2Acosmc t. d t

sinAmT s in (2& c+A)T
AT C(2 (2.29)

Defining now a normalized frequency error, AoN where

.-. " Au - A-

0 C

the constant K and (nj sd)Aw can be rewritten as

2Pn, 2
I •sin2w T(I~

K~~ I [ + 512m T(1::N&

and
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rsine T-w sine aT(2+Ao H)
(nits RA)i '- ntdli Aa T a T. N  aC T( 2+AulH )

2 P~

" szin2o T(I+u
T I + 2&NT

* ' sine TA sine T(2  (2.3)
a %T.AeN + a T(2+Au () "

Substituting Equation (2.30) in Equation (2.1), we obtain

+ 4SNR -4SKR, BS J -. B 1[C]
P e(Aw) w P..rfc* [ - ,42 H

In- - 4SNR -4SNRJS-5.[B][C]
+ I--P 1(2.31)

+(I-P).erf.I
2.42SNR

where

2

B =ioTIA

CN I
-.',sineT.A sinT(2+AN )

Equation (2.31) yields the receiver Pe when AWN has some

known value. Unfortunately, in many cases AWN will not be

known exactly and must therefore be modeled as a random

variable. Thus, in order to compute the average value of Pe9

it is assumed that the probability density of AWN is

uniform on (AWL, AWH), where AWL is the lower limit

* and AWH is the upper limit of the normalized frequency

error. With this assumption, the average Pe can be

" calculated as
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P m _____ I A4 Pe (m ) "dAmN (2.32)

or equivalently

fHp I P + 4SNR -4SKR1 /JS'R.[B2.[C
P 1 ( 6 2erf S-H W Au 2V r - M-

L

In-- - 4SNR -4SNRvY>-B]•[CJ
+ (i-P).erf.[ f JIdh0

(2.33)

where B and C have been previously specified and are

functions of AW N .  Results on the evaluation of Equation

(2.33) will be presented in Chapter 4, under the assumption

that P=l/2.

2. BFSK

The lack of precise knowledge of the transmission

frequencies on the part of the jammer, is modeled by

introducing frequency differences, AI and Awo in the

known optimum jammer model for BFSK. That is

= - * nj(t) = K[cos(wl + Awl)t - cos(wo0 + 0)t]

where in a sense, wl and A are the jammer frequency

errors. Since the jammer power is constrained to be Pni' we

have

2 t]i2Un, P J.n= Kl[cas 4+Am )t - cos(we+Am)t l

K2 T s in2 (u +Am )T sin2(m +Am} )T
2 1 2(u+ . )T 2C ( m )T

sin( Iu "1 +A 0 )T sin( +AuI-" O-A )T
-2 -2

(6 u + A m +0 +Am) T (1 +Au -0 -Am )T

Thus
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[ 2P

a' . '." T(2+sino2( +As )T+sinc2s ( A u) T-sino(s +An )T-2stno. (-)
1 1 0 Au0 £Tsn~ £ A T-sn~ d d J

- 4P E D ]

where

sine x sin x

x

:,.,- -:(is = Wl + WO0- (Os

":d =  01 +IWO

and

k "  L'.D=
I T(2+sinc2( +Am )T+sin)26i Am)T-sinolas+AmslT-2sinc( -'M)

L~ L s d d
:0

In order to determine the effect of this jammer on the

coherent receiver, all that is needed is the determination

of the inner product (nj,sd). Thus

(nJ, sd )=[JEKcs ( I+Au )t-cos(u a ] • Rt cosu t-cout]dr

-RA sinhI fT sin(2o I+Am )T sin(u d-A& )T
EAT-[.I-. IdT 0

sin(& +Am )T sina d +Ada )T sin(s +A* )T

(a 4M )T (a +Aa )T C4w +Am )T
s d I s

sin(2u*+Am)T sinAa

+ -

" We define now two normalized frequency estimation errors,

namely

- A".NI

. so that

1 " AwlT coT LAWN,l

=AwoT w 0T AWN,O
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and

(n,,S RA EFIi
jd 2 (2.34)

where

~..-F sinaom, T.Aw + sinou T.C24h. )I N'i I M~l

-sino(md T-*GT.Au mo) - sinc(a ST- 0 T .Au moo

sicmd T*e 1IT.Aoi., 1 ) - sinocua T~m T-h, )r
+ sinc~m* Am,,) +sinc(ma,T2A,,,))

Using again Equation (2.1), Pe (AWN, 1, WN,O0) for

known AWIand AWN, ,0 values become

In-P +2SNR -2SNRrJS.CDJ.CF)

' ' 2 AiR

W(-).r In- -2SMR -2SNRVJSR.CDJ.CF]
+I-.P I I

If we now treat AW~N,, and ACON,O as random variables

uniformly distributed over appropriate ranges, and

furthermore, assume that the normalized frequency errors are

statistically independent, the probability density function

Of AWN,j and AWN,Q becomes

4I

N9 (Am ,H H1,L (A N ,HA& N,09L

where A~WN, I i s in the region (AWN,l,L WH)
and AW,0is in the region (ZAON,O,L I WN,O,H). The

average Pe is finally obtained from

N,,H"N,9',H )

P e P AmK~j9m~j9)p (Am dA Id



or equivalently

AmI, NVIIHJA 9N,H(A (Am 09-Am 'Au9 JAS(m91HAuN,1,L' I ,, KIeL NIL N,*,L

In- +2SNR -2SRRW.D1.tF]
P-erto[1IP 

A

lIn -2SNR -2SNR~VTST DI CF]
+(I-P).erfl IdAm dAm

I2A1fl NI H90

(2.36)

The results of the evaluation of this Probability of error

U expression will be shown in Chapter 4.
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III. INCOHERENT RECEIVERS

A. GENERAL

In incoherent systems, the phase of the carrier signals

is not available at the receiver so that the phase must be

treated as a random variable which is typically assumed to

be uniformly distributed over [0, 2,]. As such, we may

expect the performance of an incoherent receiver to be

degraded in comparison to the performance of the

corresponding coherent receiver. However, because of their

simplicity, incoherent systems are widely used in many

applications.

The analysis to be carried out on the performance of an

-I incoherent receiver in the presence of WGN and jamming is

based on previous work in which it was assumed that a

deterministic jammer model was adequate, and that the

optimum energy constrained jamming waveform for the

corresponding coherent receiver can act as a good jammer for

the incoherent receiver also. Thus, such near optimum jammer

signals are studied and evaluated in terms of their effect

on the performance of incoherent receivers, under more

realistic conditions now in which the jammer is

miss-synchronized, or lacks exact knowledge of the signal's

I' operating frequencies.

-.- B. EFFECTS OF OPTIMUM JAMMING WAVEFORMS

1. ASK

or Analysis of the incoherent receiver starts from the

assumption that r(t), the signal appearing at the front end

of the receiver can be mathematically modeled by either

r(t) A sin(wct + E) +n(t) + nj(t) O<t<T

or
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r(t) = n(t) + nj(t) O<t<T

where e is a random variable uniformly distributed over

[0,21] , n(t) is a sample function of a White Gaussian Noise

process having power spectral density level No/2 (Watts/Hz),

and nj(t) is the jamming waveform present during the

interval [0,T].

In the absence of nj(t), the optimum receiver for

the binary ASK problem being presented is well-known. Its

derivation is well documented in the statistical detection

theory literature [Ref 3]. The receiver structure is shown

in Figure (5.3). An equivalent form of this structure is

shown in Figure (5.4).

,-, In this section, the effect of nj(t) on this

receiver is analyzed by evaluating the resulting Pei under

the assumption that nj(t) is a deterministic waveform,

however unknown to the receiver itself. This analysis has

been carried out in [Ref 2], but is repeated here for

completeness and the general result is applied to the

specific problem analyzed in this thesis. Receiver
performance evaluation requires determination of the

statistics of either G2 or G, where G is the output of the
quadrature detector and is given by

=G2  X 2 + y2

where

X - r(t).sinw t.dt = (r,S)

and

* Y=I r(t)osw t.dt - (r,C)

Provided that the random variable e is fixed to some

value 6 X and Y are conditional Gaussian random variables

*- with
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1 .*

E(XjH1 9,3 - (AS9 ,S) + (nVS) a

(lYnH,9) - (AS9s) + (njs . "le (3.1)

where So is used in place of sin(wct + 0). Also, it can be

shown that

VarCXIH1,e) - EC(n,S)2) = _- si2T - VarCXIH.3

and similarly

VarCYjH,, 1e) - O"T[ 1  J T VarCY I~

For convenience, we assume cT=nl , where 'n' is an

integer. Thus the 'sinc' terms above vanish resulting in

the simplification

VarXH1,8 ) = Var(YjH1 ,8) M.oT . =2

0

If this assumption is not made, an additional term remains.

However , if (/Ic)<<T, the additional 'sinc' term is

small and can be neglected. Furthermore, the covariance

E( EX - E(XIHjp8lt .[Y - E(YjHj,9e] I i,

=- sin2 T i=

provided the assumption on Wc holds. This implies that for

any given value of 0 , both X and Y are uncorrelated

Gaussian random variables and therefore statistically

i independent. The density function of G 2 conditioned on the

phase 0 is non-central Chi-Squared distributed, and is given

by

p (gH 1
'

1 ) - - 2a "° o2 g-I

and zero otherwise, where U 2 is defined above and
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M = E CXIHI93 + E 'EYIH1 96)

T2

" - 1- + n,9) os + C(n 9,C) nnC

,..,+(n,,Sl 2 + (n,,C) (3.2)

If r(t) consists of noise and jammer only, thnXadYare

' also independent Gaussian random variables with

JEClH = (njS) =J

(-CY ) 1 = (n ,C) M, myC n

L so that the density function of G 2 assuming no signal is

sent is

"" g+H1-2 2 22

"? i P~g ~ e  = -2a2  a ~~u ) g

and zero otherwise, where

2, 2-fi a (n.,S)2 +(n,C) (3.3)

!' If we now let

J J.
-4.

also indePe ndetGusian tranidvralswt

P( CYH) a=P (no igaCanmttd

seni

N (nS(33
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2

P W P(H 1 ) p 2 (g1H )dg + P(H,) P 2 (gIH.)dg (3.4)e-. 1 G 2 1 2PG 2gIO 34

where

* .-. tPG2

1 JPI 2  IH 1 1jG).p6(G) dO

The second integral in Equation (3.4) can be expressed as

', ... follows

- g+Kvr- *-/- 202 •*I( ).dg

S2a0 2 0 a 2

2
V.e I C--V) dV = QC .,---.--,

0 a a a

where

2
,..QCa) = ,e I (aV) dV

is a well-known tabulated function called the Marcum Q

function. The first integral in Equation (3.4) can be

expressed as follows

2

F 2 (gJp H, 18) pl().d8 .dg

JP f(oe) p 2 (gjH ,S) dO (3.5)

0 -G 2

where the Equation (3.5) has been obtained by changing the

order of integration. The inner integral of Equation (3.5)

can be expressed in terms of the Marcum Q function as
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2 Ig+d

I °
2a2a a2

V 2+1ra 2~ I/-e I. .(-. V) dV .- Q(:-i a a a

Therefore the receiver probability of error Pe can be

written as

P-=PH- ).Qd w- ) *P(H[- ,d (3.6)

where the dependence on 0 is imbedded in the terms M and

the M', the threshold q7 which the receiver sets assuming

that no jammer is present is obtained as the solution to the

equation

.. A2 T

H M X- P(H ).0 ( On = P(H )

which can be equivalently put in the form

2
a T
No 2T
* *( . 1T 7

o No a 0

The I(. ) function used here and also previously used in

conjunction with the development of Pe is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind. If the definition of

average signal energy previously introduced is used, we have

E = (A2 T)/4
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which is reduced in half in comparison to the signal

transmission case, due to the fact that the information

bearing signal(s) do not have equal energy.

In order to afford comparisons with the coherent

receiver case, we implicitly boost the value of the signal

amplitude A, to obtain

E = (A2T)/2

in order to have agreement with previous cases insofar as

signal energy is concerned. Thus the threshold determination

equation now becomes

-SNR
e "1 "2SNR ) -

If we assume P(HI) = P(H0 ) = 1/2, then

Pe" I,- d8 + Q( (3.7)
2a j u -' 0 I

and the threshold setting equation becomes

-SNR
""" e -I ( f ,/-S'NR" I ---

If we are to find the optimum jammer waveform so as to

maximize Pe' an attempt must be made to solve

= and e 0

Unfortunately the resultant equations are

mathematically involved and do not appear readily solvable

for nj(t). It seems however that a good jammer waveform can

be postulated based on the results obtained for coherent

ASK. It was found for such a case that the optimum nj(t)
V under the constraint that the energy of nj(t) be limited to
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some value Pni is a tone at the carrier frequency. Thus the

following jammer waveform can be used as a potential near

optimum jammer, namely

nt) = 2.. " sine t OstST (3.8)

Observe that with this choice, I tnj(t)J I Pnj The

probability of error Pe can now be determined using the

threshold setting equation and the previously derived

expressions for M and M'. The effect of the near optimum

jammer waveform on the receiver (i.e, incoherent receiver

performance) can be analyzed by evaluating Pe as a function

of JSR using Equation (3.8).

0 It can be shown that when P(H0 ) = P(HI) = 1/2 the

., probability of receiver error given by Equation (3.6)

becomes

P = (,,2-SN SRJ
e 2

S"uQIJ 2.SNR(1+2v -5R.cos8+JSR), ( ).dO (3.9)
2a a

where

JSR = Pnj/E

In section C and D of this chapter, Pe will be evaluated

once again under a more realistic jammer model that includes

miss-synchronization and frequency offsets.

2. BFSK

For binary incoherent FSK with a jammer present, the

received signals under the two hypotheses are either

Hg..* HI ; r(t) = A-sin( I1 t + 0) + n(t) + n.t) 0t_

or
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H 0 ; r(t) = A4sin(u&t + +) + n(t) 4 n t) OtT

By separating the frequencies co and o0 sufficiently, we

can form signals that are orthogonal, have equal energy, and

have the same advantage of ease of generation. Here, 0

and I are assumed to be independent random variables

uniformly distributed over [0,21]

The receiver function is to compare the envelopes at

the output of each channel once every T seconds and decide

in favor of the larger of the two envelopes (Figure 5.5).

It is assumed that the probability of sending either one of

the two signals is 0.5. For the purpose of analysis, assume

first that a 'mark' signal has been transmitted, that is,

the hypothesis H I is true. An error is committed if q0

exceeds ql. An error is also committed if ql is larger than

q0 when a 'space' signal has been transmitted, that is, when

the hypothesis H0 is true.[Ref 3]

Let Pel denote the probability of the first type of

error described above, which is expressed as Pr(q 0 >ql I Hl).

Under the assumption that a 'mark' signal has been sent, the

output ql of one of the envelope detectors is given by

2 2 2

where

X= rlt) sino t dt Y- rt) cose t dt

Observe that X, ond Y, conditioned on the phase and either

of the two hypotheses are Gaussian random variables with

E(Xif 1,8 = sin(. t+e)sinm t-dt + rn(t).sinwt dt

~~0
,. ! (AS!,8,Sl) + (nj'S,)
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and

ECY IH1 1IG) 4A-sin(m t+)cos46 t-dt + Jn(t)cosis t dt

a (ASI9,j + (ra.,C,)

where AS1 ,0  represents the function Asin(colt + 6. S1

represents the function sinwlt and C1 represents the

function coscjlt . Likewise, assuming again that w,1 T = T

where 'n' is an integer, and that n(t) is a zero mean white

Gaussian noise process with P.S.D. level N0 /2 Watts/Hz, we

obtain

V{Y1 HG) NoT
* Var(X IH1,,9 - ar 1 , G 4

Furthermore, it can be shown that

EC E 1 _f 11H1,8)1C1Y, EYI 831H'

so that the conditionally Gaussian random variables Xand

Yare uncorrelated and therefore independent. The sum

involving random variables Xand Y1 , and producing q1
2

will result in a non-central Chi-Squared distribution so

that

S2 p 2  1* 110 ~
Q1 1H1,a a

where

UM En1  = 2CX(K 9 E 2 (Y11 1 O

[ (AS 1 ,0 1 S) + (n,,S1  + [(AS1 01 C1 ) + (n.,C1 ]
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and a2  = NT/4. Using standard random variable

transformation techniques, it can be shown that

2
,, , ql202 __ I__/- _'_1

q, ~ 2 4m
''' P(q 11H1pB) 2 a- . "Io 2 q qlie

Ql I a a

so that

PQ(q IH 1 ) f= f Q Cq1 jH13O).p6(G) d8
1q ]HI~

2
- 2 2 m1

2 f q 2 a( a1 )-d8 (3.10)

.O

,*. where the dependence on 0 is imbedded in the term mll. On

the other hand, the output q0 of the other envelope detector

(Figure 5.5) when H, is assumed to be the true hypothesis,
is given by

qo2 = X0
2 + YO 2

where

T T
Hn r(t) sing. ot dt Y 0= fer(t) coso t dt

Following a similar procedure to the one used above, it can

be shown that

T T
E(XIHI,89 =A "sinl# t+0).sin&,t.dt + J n (t).sinwt dt

a ," (ASI,,o + (n.,S

F;, and
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iT
ECY,1HI13 91 aeASnMIte-astd+ njMcoat dt

JO

a (ASICO) + (n.,C,)

Here, So represents the function sinwot and CO represents

the function coswot . It can be demonstrated that~NoT

Var(XjHl, Uj) = VarfY,H 1, Mo4

and also that

E( CX, -ECXjH1 ,9)J.(Y o -E(YojH1 ,G) I H1 ,9 > = 0

so that the conditionally Gaussian random variables X0 and
Yo are uncorrelated, hence independent. Thus, similar to

Equation (3.10), the expression for the conditional density

function of q0 becomes

q2
q*2+m0 t

q 0" 2e a 2 . q e "  in' ,,

p (qH 1 ). 2 . _____ ).d& (3.11)

where

i"9 1  E2(XelH 1 ,1 ) + E2 (YI I g)

- E(AS 1, ,S,)+(n,,S,)]
2 + C(CASI, 9 C,)+(lnjC,)J

2

and now the dependence on 9 is imbedded in the term mll.

In order to compute the probability of error, we can

use the previous expression for the conditional probability

density functions which are derived assuming a 'mark' signal

has been sent. That is, for a given value of ql, an error is

made if qo>ql. Thus the average error probability is found

by averaging the conditional error probability given by

P = Pr q)q I HI
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SJ " (q 91H 1 ) dq . J PQI (q IHI) dql (3.12)

h Substituting Equation (3.11) in Equation (3.12) and

interchanging the order of integration, we obtain

S2

., e1 = o 0 2-.,O" 
_f qd 

-d

Q1'i I L (3.13)+ ' "PQI(q IH1 ) Idq 1

In the above equation, the inner-most integral can be

expressed in terms of the Marcum Q function as follows

!,O - 2 *Mel1

"qo 2 a 2 q o - 01 W' q
J2 e 2 ) d q = Q C __
2 0

Then, Equation (3.13) for Pel with the aid of Equation

(3.10) becomes

Q( ) dO (q IH > dq1

-. - Pe I ° '2 Q I1

00

2n2

- 2 q 1 Fj

.,.I.. . ) d O

q, 2 01 
dq 1

(3.14)

From the orthogonality property of the signal pair used

(which is obtained by assuming sufficient separation between
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the two frequencies and that wl as well as c0 are large),

we have

sinI(41t).sio t.d t S
0

so that the term m01 is independent of 0 Therefore Equation

(3.14) can be rewritten in the following form

- ,- 7,
q +M

202m 1 1 A~~

. ) dq dO (3.15)a 02•

where the order of integration has been changed.

Furthermore, using the following formula involving an

integral of a Marcum Q function [Ref 5],

2+V2

2
a 2 a V

2 - ° 2 2 )d

a I ,
012

2 11 2+ 2 a+

2 22a a

0 22 2'22

01 2 21 2+22o 2 2 2
01 o2 Q 2l -"22' o2+2

+0 a +001 2 01 2 1 2

the inner integral in Equation (3.15) can be simplified in

such a way that Pel becomes

Pe I - Q() dO
el 1 24
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+4Q A-, AM ) d8 (3.16)

where the dependence on 0 is imbedded in the term mll only.

Following exactly the same procedure used in

obtaining the expression for Pell it can be established that

the expression for Pe0 which denotes the error probability

when H0 is assumed to be the true hypothesis, that is,

Pr(ql>q0 I H0 ) takes the form

Pee I. - I--' Q( I"' )  d#l

2 ~~a / 2a

,L f2 Q(A!e )d#J (3.17)
a

where only the term moo is dependent on . Therefore the

total average Probability of error Pe can be obtained from

i.., Pe Pe + Pe

assuming, as previously indicated, that the two hypotheses

are equally likely. Using Equation (3.16) and Equation

(3.17), it is obtained that

-'.4;f-Q( )4 -a Q( ) c Jl (3. IB)

-
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If we now use the jamming waveform which is optimum

under energy constraint, when coherent FSK reception taken

place that is

n.(t)' t - . sin It - sine t] (3.19)

then the terms mij(i,j=0,1) in Equation (3.18) which are a

function of the jammer waveform n (t), can be computed as

follows

*,1 E (AS 1 1  (nj,S1)2 + [(AS1  2C1 1  (

2 ATT/FT P T
A -, . cosa + nj (3.20)

22 4

"- 1 =C(AStS e ) (n,S* )]2 + (.(AS,81 9 C) (n.,C 2
P .T
nj (3.21)

4

and

m00 = [( Se ) + (ni,S )12 + [tcASe,C9 ) + (ni,C )]
2

AT2 AT.17T P.T'IT_. + IT p.cae+ njT
,:= (-.--) + *Jcose *+ (3.22)

22 4

m M (ASe,0 ,S1 ) + (n,S1)]2 [(AS 0 1 C9c1 ) + (nCI)]2

P nj T 
(3.23)

4

Thus the Probability of error can be expressed in terms ofISNR and JSR only, as follows
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Pi it 2Ii ,(-

QA 1- )R9 d (3.24)

where

all= SNR.(2 + 2,/J-S-.cos& +JSR)

at_ = ae = SHR.JSR

a = SNR.(2 - 2 J'-cos# JSR)
A2 T

2

JSR a

E

Receiver performance can now be evaluated as a function of

SNR for fixed values of JSR, using Equation (3.24).

These results have been included here so that it

will be possible to compare receiver performance given by

Equation (3.24) with performance of a similar receiver under

the assumptions of jammer miss-synchronization or frequency

offsets. In every case, it has been found that a degraded

jammer produces a smaller receiver Probability of error than

a 'perfect' jammer. This is to be expected and the analysis

of the next two sections demonstrates this.

o.r
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C. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF THE JAMMING WAVEFORM HAVING
RANDOM TIME OF ARRIVAL

1. ASK

In the previous section, the effect of the

deterministic jamming waveform given by Equation (3.8) on

the performance of the ASK receiver of Figure (5.3) was

studied. Since such an ideal jammer would have to be

synchronized with the signal transmission, we now develope a

more realistic model in that the difference in the arrival

time of the jammer waveform with respect to the signal can

be characterized by a parameter T . Thus the difference in

the time of arrival between the jammer waveform and the

information waveform is given by the parameter T so that we

have

n .(t) -s K/ne "" (t-'r)
J 1" n

The effect of having this time difference T will now be

analyzed using the results of the previous section.

First, using Equation (3.1), for a given value of -

the conditional means of X and Y become

" E(XIHI,)T = (aSeS) + (n,,s) = mXlH1 ,r

. ECYIH,8) T - (ASqC) + (n.,C) " l-HeT

Since the conditional variance and covariance of X and Y are

independent of the signal and jammer waveform, the results

on the variance and covariance of X and Y derived previously

P- in section B.1 can be used here to obtain, for any given

' value of T

Var(XIH1 ,98 = Var(Y H8 1  NoT
4
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The mathematical expression previously derived for Pe is

useful here in order to obtain the ASK receiver performance.

Some modifications however are necessary that require the

computation of

(nj.SlT = 2 -sine (t-T)"sin. t"dt
J C 0

Cos ir 2 -sine0 TocosC T-w r)
nj 2 C 2.sin T

C

Fnj4T 'Cs a

* Since WcT=nlT , the second term in the above bracket is

zero. Similarly, we can show that

(n.,C) T7412- "sin(-( )

These results are used in the evaluation of Equation (3.2),

namely

NT = E2 (X1 IHI,86) + E2(yIHI,9)7

= ((ASsS) + (n.,S) 3 + r(A 9 ,C) + (n*,C) ]

-AT _2 )+ TCow 7+ 8) + T (3.25)
2 - nj 2 a 2

and in the evaluation of Equation (3.3), to yield

' r = (n,'S)7.
2 + (n I C ) 2

T (3.26)
= Pnj 2

Using Equation (3.7) along with the results of Equation

(3.25) and (3.26), for a given value of T it can be seen

that
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which in turn can be expressed in terms of SNR and JSR.
Since

2a

( 2 1NR + 4SNR/-S-COS(..v+9) 2SNR.JSRa

and

rH'

2J. 2 2"(NR3JSR
a

*substituting the above in Equation (3.27), Pe(T) becomes

Pe* -i 1I a I2NRJR

~ifQJ2SR(I2/JR~co(&ir~e*JS) ).dGJ (3.26)Q(Jsm~l2"/-s'cs(C +)J 'a"

Observe now that the integration of Equation (3.28)

involving the variable 6 is over the range [0,21]. Thus

regardless of the value taken by the term wcT , since

cosine is periodic, the values taken on by cos(WcT + 0) are

the same as the values taken on by cos 0 , with 0<052T

Thus, Equation (3.28) is in essence identical to Equation

(3.9) which yields Pe when the jammer waveform has no timing
difference T Therefore it is clear that any timing error

associated with the jammer waveform doesn't affect the

performance of the incoherent receivers for ASK, when the

jammer waveform is given by Equation (3.8).
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2. BFSK

In this section, an analysis similar to the one

carried out in the previous section is now applied to FSI(

modulation. The timing error associated with the jammer
waveormfor the FSK system is modeled by modifying Equation

waveforas follows

n.(t) - r.--*sine (t-r) - sine. (t-iv)] (3.29)
J T TPnj T ' 1

As in the previous section, it is found that changing the

jammer model requires only a recomputation of the terms ml

* in 0 1l, inoo, and in 1 0 given by Equations (3.20), (3.21), (3.22)

and (3.23) respectively. Thus, using Equation (3.29), we

* will compute

E(X IH1 1 8)T a (AS ,OSl) + (n.,S )
1,8 J1 " 11H 1 &,-r

E(Y 1 JH1 98), - (*IOC) (n,CI) MYI=18.

It can easily be seen that

VarCX1 JH 83.) = Var(CY JH1 3 9) NoT
1 1 14

so that these variances remain unchanged. Furthermore,

=n' *'CP sine (t-'r) -sine (t-r)J.Sine t-dt

* and
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Therefore, from Equation (3.20), we obtain

a 11r [(ASI, e 'S l ) + (n,,S 1 ) 3)
2 + E(AS looC I) (n ,Cl 2

AT 2 ATn j  Pn T
- -) + _cos("l u e) +

2 2 4

and from Equation (3.21), we obtain

..n, elr [(ASI,'S ) + (nipse) 12 + [(AS 1 9 ,C) + (n3 ,C )7 1
2

P.T
= nj

4

Also from Equation (3.22), we have

m " [(S9,8,S) + (nSe)T 12 + [(ASCe,C6) + (nC ) ] 2

AT2 AT,. " P T
C)AT + nj

% 2 2 Cos(Wi0 r+e) +
2 4

and from Equation (3.23), we have

ler " [(AS 9 S ) +  (nj,S )] 2 + [(AS , e,C1) 
+  (n,,Cl)]2

nJ

4

By substituting the above results in Equation (3.24) we

obtain Pe for a given value of T namely

-- e n Q( I- ) - Q( - )1 d

V- _ /-2 _2 f-

- I ~ -Q( 00)Jd#J

where

a" 1= SNR.(2 + 2,/S .0oos(,r4I+8) +JSR)

= . = SNR.JSR
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aeo = SXR.(2 - 2AJSR.cosW0rT.#) +JSR)

~2 A2T

SMR = 2

No
P

JSR=
E

By observing above probability error equation it is

noted the the only term changed is cosO . Although the coso

term is changed, due to the integration of the 6 over

interval [0,21T], whatever the value T is, the Pe doesn't

change. The timing error associated with the jammer waveform

does not affect the performance of the incoherent receiver.

An observation similar to the one made at the end of

the previous section reveals here also that Pe(T) is

actually independent of T Therefore, timing errors

associated with the jammer of Equation (3.19) do not affect

in anyway the performance of the receiver analyzed in this

section.

D. ANALYSIS ON THE EFFECT OF THE JAMING WAVEFORM HAVING

RANDOM FREQUENCY ERRORS

In this section, the effect of frequency errors

associated with the jamming waveform is analyzed insofar as

the performance of incoherent binary receivers is concerned.

Results derived in section B that are applicable to the

present problem will be utilized in this section. As is will

be seen, frequency errors associated with the jamming

waveform change only the mean value of the receiver output.

This fact makes the analysis of the receiver performance

more tractable.

6 - 1. ASK

In the previous section, we studied the effect of

the frequency error of the jammer waveform is Ao while the
trtmeos

N"F...
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timing error is zero or can be shown to be negligible. Thus

we have

nj(t) = K sin(, c + AW)t

Since the jammer power is constrained to be Pnj, the

constant K must be consistently defined. Since we have

N. 11 2 = JK2.sin2(o +hu.)t'dt

C
-- 9- 2 in2a (+ Au)T

2 2(w C+Aw)T  = nj

we must have

* T. (K']

where

F sin2(&* hO)
K''= 1 2(6 +A) T

In order to evaluate the receiver Pe using Equation (3.1),

for a given value of Aw , the conditional means of X and Y

become

E XH 1 ,o) (ASovS) + (n.,,S) l ,

E(YIH1,8}A (ASsC) + (n C) =

where So, C, and S have been defined in the previous

. chapter. It can be shown that the variance and covariance

of X and Y conditioned on HI and 0 are independent of the

signal and jammer waveform, so that in spite of the

frequency error Aw present, we have

NoT
Var(XlH1 '19)," Var(YIH '9"A" -4

and
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El El IH I,hu u.]Y - 'YJH 11 ,99a.1 JH1 9,eA, ) = S

In order to compute the mean value of the receiver output

under the assumption of jammer frequency error as described

above, we must compute

(nS Am K.sin(la+A)t-sinC t.dt

IT [sinAMuT sijn(2& c A")T
- (2* -+MA) T

and

(n,,C) = K-sinlaC A4lt-cos" t.dt

IT .'I-ooT 1 -cos(2&o +A&)T
--.K |I -- su (2.+M)-2A T (2a Aw)T

With these results, by substituting in Equations (3.2) and

(3.3), we have the conditional means M and M', given by M

and MA.

2-AT
E) +AT(n,S) cos9 + (n,,C).sinSJ

2  , 2+ (n.,S) + (n.,C)
j A4& A44i

flT2 AT 2 2 2
2-) - .. T.[B'3 + 41 .T EC, (3.30)

where

- 1 -n(AiT-G*ui9 -sin((2&o *Ao)T + sin9

w T sin --- T
I 2C

Aw6T ((2& +h..)T)

and
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2 a
S(Am).A (j d&2 j9()1 (332

- 41 2 .T 2 . (Ca 2  (3.31)

By substituting the above results in Equation (3.7), for a

given frequency error A w the receiver error probability

-.,. becomes

,,P p(M) o- - Q( o t -) (3.32)

Equation (3.32) must to be expressed in terms of SNR and

JSR. Since it can be shown that

A m 2SHR +4SiR+./J'S + 32.SNRJSR (C')2

a ] [K')1/ 2

- 32'SHR"JSR

where

SNR = A 2 T/No

JSR = Pnj / E

Equation (3.32) now becomes

Icy] 1P, e(Am) n -- 11 + Q( 32.SNR.JSR VCC ,_

2 K

[B' aCC' 2 __

:.±f- Q( 26NR4S1- [B' 32SNRJSR , )de= [K'] ) /I(' ]

(3.33)

where the dependence on is imbedded in the terms B' C'

and K'.
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By defining a normalized frequency error,AWN, the

above results can be rewritten as a function of AWN, where

A Am

The terms B' C' and K' as a function of AWN become

sin(u6 T 'A. -8)4sin6 sin(e T2+hu ) 2 "inO4BO = [ aTA T2A
s i n T A s ). 

T 2 A
o -2-

:-'"."so that

'P (eA(&)' 1 + Q( 32.SHR.JSR -E-C]2 1 ? )o

e ~ sio N 11

-.1. Q( 2SNR+4SHR,/TSIg_[B' ] 32SHRJSR [CI 2 )d8M
in0 E P 1 / 2  [K']

? .; ( 3.34 )

/ i The developed expression is actually the probability

~of error conditioned on a given frequency error. A procedure

similar to the one used to analyze the effect of frequency

Iii~ierrors on a coherent receiver is used he re in order to

obtain the average probability of error for the incoherent

' -" receiver of Figure (5.3). it is clear that the conditional

e is aTCfunction

' Iv. . probability of error for a given value of AWNisafnto

V.. Of AWN. Therefore, in order to compute the average value of

!! _ P9 it is assumed that AW0N can be modeled as a random

!, variable whose probability density function is uniform over
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some range (AW:NL,AWoNH), where A(JNL is some the lower limit

and AcjNH is some upper limit of the normalized frequency

error. With this assumption, the average Pe can be obtained

from

Am

p. Am Pe (A uN)"dAw N'N,H -UN,L JU,

44,L

or equivalently

Pe _____, ____ ' i. [C'] , ._

P H -1 + QC 32.SNR.JSR ]2
NH N,L CE' ][o

[gL

Q(2SNR(1e2V/3SW 1/2] CC']R g O, U [j N1/ "

(3.35)

where B',C' and K' have been previously defined. The

computation of Pe is complicated by the fact that B',C' and

K' are them'selves function of AWN.

2. BFSK

In the previous sections, a deterministic waveform

has been used to model a jammer signal. Here, we introduce

a more realistic jammer model which includes a frequency

error. The reason for choosing such a model stems from the

fact that in practical situations, a jammer will lack exact

knowledge of the transmitting frequencies. Thus, for BFSK,

- we model the jammer as

nt= (.[sin(u +Am )t - sin(luoA u)t]

Due to the power constraint on the jamming signal, we must

satisfy
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Tt * 2 T 2  si n (m .+ A &t - sinl(+A m9)2 .dt

2 [n2(a +A* )T sla2(m +A0 )TK-- -[ 2 - -- -
2(. U+hn1 )T 2( (+8 A )T

sin(ud+Ad)T sin(&, +As )T
-2. 1. 2 Pnj(.+h)T (+hu )T

d +AMd )T (ms s

This means that the jammer waveform must be reexpressed as

JP .2

n.(t) -, A -_ "sin(li+Am )t - sin(l +hw)t]

EK"32

* where

" [ 2- sinc2(mu+Am )T- sinc2Co*+Ao )T

2 sino(ud+a d )T * 2sino( s+)T

and

si<"X = sin X

x

0 M & +f0 Am. m +Am
d 1 s  1

d  = 0 I -u O  A d  a A m I - A 0

By assuming that the jammer waveform contains frequency

errors, it turns out that the only changed statistical

parameters are the mean values of the receiver output

conditioned on a given frequency error. Thus we can use

Equation (3.18' in order to compute Pe as a function of the07 e

frequency error. We need to compute

T "_I
(n.,S ) JPfl T C

I 1

-"(sinl+Am)t - sin(l +A ) t) .sinut dt

4.'.
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1.4 K2 -.- E It-.I'BJ (3.37)

where

* sinAu T sin(2n IAv I)T sin(md-Awe)T sin(+B- . - I -n(Us___oT

A" LeT (2m&L +Am I)T (Ud-Ue)T (as+Am)T

(3.38)

Similarly, we can show that

(n.,C I ) A Pnj 72-.xE3 2 [C (3.39)

where

" 1-oos(2 I+Am )T 1-cosA IT 1-cos(u +Am )T
(2mn+Am l)T A1T (W+Am)T

I- -cos(ud+Ao)TI0
d - (3.40)

Sd +Am 0 )T

*Also

(nS,. P --.[3,.LD-i (3.41)

where

sinho T sin(2m +Am )T sin(m +A*h)T sin(* +& l)T
D" _ mO_+_ 0 d___I S I

An.T (2m *hAme )T (md+Am1 )T ( s+A )T

(3.42)

Finally

(,, A 1  p nj -2f7i c-1 CF"I (3.43)

,9 ...
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where

1-cos(o +s w I )T l-cos(wdeaU! T

(au +A#)T (ad+A )T
S I d I

"-s(2& +Am )T coshA T - I
.- +.0 4 (3.44)

( 2uco *u)T he T

Using Equations (3.20),(3.21),(3.22) and (3.23), the

conditional means of either channel output conditioned on

either hypothesis and conditioned on a given frequency error

can now be computed. From Equation (3.20), we have

%0 , i-_m (S ,8 , 1) + (n SI)AgAw I 2

2. ,'. :. .+ E ( A S I ' S ,C L 1  + ( n , , C I ) , 3O

AT 2 2_ AT J T)A II-2

22
AT = ( ) cos 2 + 2(- A- )COS8. Pn E. K -3 2.[(B -3

TP .- 1 2 AT 2sin29-P ' [K"] •[B"] ( -)-1
nj 2 2

-]I
AT 2 T -I 2
2 Jnj Y- ni 2

2 -_
AT 2 AT CI"]R * 2.CB"]cos6.CC"3sin9

I
+ P T [K"] 2. [B"] 2 +CC"]2

nj 2

-. From Equation (3.21), we have

. , (SeS) + (n., SO)A 1  1 I2

+ [(AS 8 ,C +) . (n ,C )2

T -1 - 2D" P T -. 1 2)'.'-' " =Ph 'EX -I[ ' +  Ph "[I'- [F'

.d Also from Equation (3.22),we have

'R
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: -.-" -.. . . . . . . .. ... . .. . . .. . . .. ' ,- -+.- .-.. . . . .. -........ .. ... . .rr-+ C+ +

--. Cmo (AS,*,S,) (nl~S)hu 1 h.0. Am , Am9O" E (A 5II + ( i s0 ) A", r ., AuO 2

+ (a I( 89CO ) + (n,,C 0.) Amgu 2

2, 1

AT..= *AT Pn ." - Y. E. D"cosS+(F"3sin

* ~~~T pn 2[ D1.F]
uj2 I

and from EQuation (3.23), we have

M1 m A Us 1[A1- E(AS0 g8p'5) + (Cn,SI ) l A3 2

+ EAS 0 6 +C1 ) (n,C I
2

.1K' +' 3 + 1 .IR- EC"= p % ,--[-1 CB.J, p [..]-i+
nj 2 nj 2

With SNR and JSR as is previously defined, we can rewrite

the above equations specifying the conditional means, as

I
-) =2SHR. I 12A CEIZ--'. EB-12.cos&+ [C l -sino)
-2 AwI p Awow

0 * J6R'[K1 -(CB'] 2 +[C"] 2 ) I
JSR " 3-1 (2B" 2 2

( ) = 2SHR.JSR.[K"- I . (CD 2 *CF -I 2 )

U I

Us the1  * aboI *2V=sults 2 (D c onsd+F"-sin)

*+ JSR.CK"3J (CD- 2 CF-32)

ml, -1 2 2
C-)0 2SHR.JSR.C13* .(EB*] +ICC3

Using the above results, we obtain the conditional

Probability of error by substituting in Equation (3.18) toU yield
61
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(AGA1Am01 -IF-29 -1) d9

n a 00F 1 a, Ia,,,) 1
-( 11 )-Q _,, d&1 R (3.45)

where

_,_

''' \al 251KR. I +2,/S'R'[Kl 2 ([B"l-cos&e C"-sin8)

+ JSR.[K"--I ([B-] 2 +C-] 2) (3.46)

a 0 2SNR.JSR.[IJ']- 1 (ED-] 2 +F'] 2 ) (3.41)

a,, = 2SHR. 1+2v/RK.-K CELDJl-cosO [F-'lsin)

+ JSRi.K1 ]-I (D" 2 EF"] 2  (3.48)

a1 le 2SNR.JSR.CK-1 1 *(C9]3 +ECC] 2 (3.49)

As in the previous chapter, normalized frequency
errors A0Nl, and A N, 0 are introduced and it is assumed

that these normalized frequency errors can be modeled as

independent, uniformly distributed random variables over a

given range. Thus, following the same procedure previously

used, the average probability of error can be obtained as a

function of oNi and L WN,. Using the assumption of

independence and of uniform distribution of the frequency

errors, we obtain
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- ~N I 1 - M, oH N oMt oH
P I* AUm I 9 H-A oM No L A s N.O H-AUH O L r - A

JA m N 91 L AN ,O ,L

-P ("'yN,)dA*N d ,O

Using now Equation (3.45), we obtain

MAu N I L N9H

Q ' 1 9 9 ' aJl dV H, ,
4m a 2 2 Hot N

*(A-hs h(*3.50A)

where cil, a2' a3, and a4 have been defined by Equations

(3.46),(3.47),(3.48), and (3.49) respectively, and the

parameters K",B",C" and F" have been defined by Equations(3.36),(3.38),(3.42) and (3.44), respectively.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF GRAPHICAL RESULTS

A. GENERAL

In previous chapters, mathematical models of optimum

jammers were introduced in such a way as to obtain more

realistic jammer models which include timing errors and

frequency errors. Analyses were carried out in order to

determine the effect of the timing errors or frequency

errors on the performance of coherent as well as incoherent

digital receivers. This work has resulted in four main

equations which specify the performance of the receiver in

terms of the probability of error as a function of signal to

noise ratio (SNR) and jammer to signal ratio (JSR). With the

0 aid of computer evaluations, the receiver probability of

error for various jammer models has been obtained as a

function of SNR for a given JSR value and the results

plotted for each case considered.

In each plot, the JSR=O case has been included in order

to provide a basis for comparisons of the jammer
. effectiveness on the receiver performance as it relates to

additive white Gaussian noise only interference.

Additionally the effect of a perfect jammer(T=O,AW=O) is

also evaluted in order to determine jammer degradation

resulting from timing or frequency errors.

The effect of the jammer waveform on the coherent

receiver will be presented first and then, the results for

the incoherent receiver will be presented next.

B. COHERENT RECEIVERS

1. PSK

Graphical results on the performance of a coherent

BPSK receiver in the presence of optimum jamming are

presented in Figure (5.6), based on the results given by
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Equation (2.7). Plots of Pe were computed as a function of

SNR for fixed values of JSR.

Figure (5.6) clearly shows the 'break point'

phenomenon described in [Ref 1], namely that as a JSR

increases to a value of one or greater, Pe does not decrease

with increasing SNR. That is, for JSR value greater than or

equal to one, Pe increases to the value of 1/2 with

increasing SNR. From this figure, it can be noted that 10.2

dB of SNR is required to obtain a Pe of 10-6 at a JSR value

of 0. In comparison, it takes 14 dB of SNR to obtain the

same Pe for a JSR value of 0.1.

Figure (5.7) displays the probability of error for

the same coherent receiver under the assumption that the

optimum jammer previously considered suffers from a timing

error TN which is assumed to be uniformly distributed over

the inteval [0,1].

It can be seen that now 13 dB of SNR is required to

obtain the Pe of 10-6 at JSR = 0.1. We can compare this

result to the 14 dB SNR required when the jammer model does

not include a timing error. It is apparent however from

these results that the penalty for lack of coherence on the

part of the jammer with the signal transmission, is not

severe. Therefore, without knowledge of correct timing for

synchronization with the adverary's coherent receiver, the

jammer has to increase its power by a small amount in order

to produce the same error rate at the receiver when jammer

synchronization is perfect.

When the jammer model incorporates frequency

estimation errors, the performance of the receiver is given

by Equation (2.33) and Figure (5.8) shows the resulting Pe

* of the receiver. The plots shown in this figure were

obtained under the assumption that the normalized frequency

error AN can be modeled as a random variable uniformly

distributed over the range which in this case has been

v 65
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assumed to be [-0.001,0.001] and that the number of waveform

cycles in one observation period is 10. By analyzing Figure

(5.8), it is noted that Pe of 10-6 can be obtained with 13.6

-. dB of SNR, when JSR is 0.1.

TABLE 1

SNR REQUIREMENTS (PE 10-6 PSK)

JSR DET' JAMM JAMM WITH JAMM WITH

TIME ERR FREQ' ERR

JSR=0.0 10.2 dB 10.2 dB 10.2 dB

JSR=0.1 14.0 dB 13.0 dB 13.6 dB

JSR=0.5 26.0 dB 20.0 dB 20.0 dB

JSR=1.0 unable 1large 46.0 dB

The values in Table 1 were obtained directly from

the figures corresponding to Pe when the jammer exhibits

timing errors or frequency errors.

2. BFSK

The procedure used in the previous section is also

appropriate in the analysis of the figure presenting the

results on the performance of the coherent BFSK receiver.

Figure (5.9) displays the Pe of this receiver in the

presence of an optimum deterministic jammer which exhibits

no timing or frequency errors. One can note that when JSR =
0, 13.4 dB SNR is required in order to obtain a Pe of 10-6

whereas when the JSR value increases to 0.1, 18 dB of SNR is
required to maintain a Pe of 10- 6. Figure (5.10) shows

plots of Pe for the same coherent receiver when the jamming

waveform suffers from timing errors. For Pe of 10 at JSR

0.1, 17 dB SNR is required. This is 1 dB less SNR than
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that required for the case of a jammer waveform with no

timing errors. In order to obtain these results, it was

assumed that the normalized timing error TN, can be modeled

as a uniformly distributed random variable over [0,1].

Figure (5.11) displays plots of Pe for the same

receiver when the jammer is assumed to contain frequency

errors. This figure was obtained under the assumption that

n=6, m=4 where 'n' is the number of cycles of the summ

frequency (wsT=2nr) and 'm' is the number of cycles of the

difference frequency (WdT=2mT). The normalized frequency

errors AN,1 and AN,O are modeled as statisticlly

independent random variables uniformly distributed over

[-0.1,0.1]. The results of required SNR for a given Pe at

different values of JSR are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2

SNR REQUIREMENTS (PE = 10-6 FSK)

JSR DET' JAMM JAMM WITH JAMM WITH)

TIME ERR FREQ' ERR

JSR=0.0 13.0 dB 13.0 dB 13.0 dB

JSR=0.l 18.0 dB 17.0 dB 17.8 dB

0. C. INCOHERENT RECEIVERS

In Chapter 3, section C, it was shown that the jammer

model utilized which includes timing errors affects the

*performance of incoherent receivers in exactly the same way

as a jammer with no timing errors. That is, the timing error
associated with the jammer does not affect the resulting

performance of the incoherent receiver. Therefore the
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performance differences associated with the jamming

waveforms with frequency errors and without will be analyzed

here.

1. ASK

The performance of the incoherent ASK receiver is

graphically displayed in Figure (5.12). These plots

correspond to numerical evaluation of Equation (3.9) under

the assumption of equally likely hypotheses. This figure

clearly shows the 'break point' effect at JSR of 0.25. It

can be observed that 16 dB of SNR is required in order to

obtain a Pe of 10- 5 when no jammer is present(that is

JSR=0), while it takes 23.5 dB of SNR to obtain the same P

for a JSR value of 0.1.

Figure (5.13) displays the performance of the same

ASK receiver except that now the jammer exhibits frequency

errors. Figure (5.13) was obtained under the assumption that

* the number of waveform cycles per observation period is 5

and the normalized frequency error AO N can again be modeled

as uniformly distributed random variable over [-0.1,0.1].

Equation (3.35) was used to generate the plots of

Figure (5.13). It can be observed that at JSR=O.l in order

to obtain Pe of 10-5 , the value of SNR required is 23.0 dB.
The key results for this case are summarized in Table 3.

2. FSK

, •Figure (5.14) and Figure (5.15) correspond to

graphical results on the performance of the coherent FSK

receiver. When the jamming waveform is modeled as

deterministic, Pe has been evaluated using Equation (3.24)

* and graphically displayed in Figure (5.14). Here, a 'break

point' occurs at a JSR value somewhere between 0.5 and 1.0

as shown on the figure. It can be noted that 13.5 dB of SNR
is required in order to obtain a Pe of 10-5 for a JSR value

of 0.0, while the same Pe is obtained by increasing the SNR

to 16.5 dB for a JSR value of 0.1.
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TABLE 3

SNR REQUIREMENTS (PE = 10-5 ASK)

JSR DET' JAMM JAMM WITH JAMM WITH

TIME ERR FREQ' ERR

JSR= 0.0 16.0 dB 16.0 dB 16.0 dB

JSR= 0.1 23.5 dB 23.5 dB 23.0 dB

JSR=0.25 unable unable large

Figure (5.15) displays Pe plots corresponding to the

same receiver under the assumption that tha jammer contains

* frequency errors. In this case, 16.8 dB of SNR is needed in

order to obtain a Pe of 10- 5 at a JSR value of 0.1. The key

results are summarized in Table 4.

TABLE 4

SNR REQUIREMENTS (P = 10-5 ASK)

JSR DET' JAMM JAMM WITH JAMM WITH

TIME ERR FREQ' ERR

JSR=0.0 13.5 dB 13.5 dB 13.5 dB

JSR=0.1 16.5 dB 16.5 dB 116.8 dB

_JSR=0.3 23.5 dB 23.5 dB 22.5 dB

These results were obtained under the assumption that the

normalized frequency errors AWN,1 and AWN,0  are

statistically independent random variables uniformly

distributed over [-0.1,0.1] and n=6, m=4 while 'n' is the

Vnumber of cycles of summ frequency per observed period and
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m' is the number of cycles of the difference frequency per

observed period.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, the effect of timing errors or frequency

errors associated with jamming waveforms used to degrade the

performance of coherent as well as incoherent receivers has

been analyzed. It has been assumed that these receivers are

designed to operate on a signal plus white Gaussian noise

only environment.

The analysis of the effectiveness of jammers that

exhibit timing and frequency errors was undertaken by

evaluating the receiver probability of error in the presence

of jamming, and comparing the results to those obtained when

the jamming had no timing or frequency errors. Thus,

receiver error probabilities as a function jammer-to-signal

ratio (JSR) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were evaluated

and determinations were made on how much larger JSR values

were required as a result of timing or frequency errors, in

order to produce a given Pe at some fixed SNR value.

For the coherent receivers analyzed, the effect of the

timing error associated with the jammer was studied and it

was concluded that the jammer's lack of sychronism with the

digital data causes a small decrease in jammer

effectiveness. Typically 1 or 2 dB more JSR was needed in

order to overcome timing errors. Due to the lack of correct

knowledge of the frequencies of communications, the jammer

required typically 1 or 2 dB more power in order to

compensate for frequency errors.

For the incoherent receivers analyzed, it was determined

that the timing errors associated with the jamming waveform

have no effect on the performance of the receiver. However,

the jammer's incorrect knowledge of the communication

%!' Isystem's operating frequencies results in a loss of jammer

-* effectiveness to the point that jammer power must be
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incresed by about 1 to 2 dB in order to overcome the lack

of precise knowledge of the communication system's operating

frequencies.
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Figure 5.3 Quadrature Incoherent Receiver for ASK
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Figure 5.4 Incoherent Matched Filter Receiver
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